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1. Introduction.Over the past decade, a great deal of e�ort has been directed towards the construc-tion of physically signi�cant quantum mechanical systems for which the spectral problemassociated to the Schr�odinger operator may not be exactly solvable, but for which at leastpart of the spectrum can be computed exactly by algebraic methods. The concept of a\spectrum generating algebra" appears to date back to a 1959 paper of Goshen and Lipkin,[15], which seems to have remained largely unnoticed. Spectrum-generating algebras wereindependently rediscovered in 1965 by two groups of theoretical physicists, [3], [6]. Thisserved as the impetus for a great deal of subsequent research activity, as evidenced by thetwo volume set of reprints [5], and the more recent conference proceedings [16]. A surveyof the history and contributions appears in the review paper of Bohm and Ne'eman, [4],at the start of these volumes. Applications of spectrum generating algebras to molecularspectroscopy began in the early 1980's with the work of Iachello, Levine, Alhassid, G�ursey,and collaborators; see the recent book, [18], for a survey of the theory and applications.In both the nuclear and spectroscopic applications, the relevant Hamiltonian is a Lie-algebraic di�erential operator, meaning that it lies in the universal enveloping algebra of a�nite-dimensional Lie algebra of �rst-order di�erential operators | the \hidden symmetryalgebra" of the quantum mechanical problem.In the late 1980's, Shifman, Turbiner, Ushveridze, and their collaborators undertookthe analysis of a signi�cant new class of Schr�odinger operators which they called \quasi-exactly solvable", [27], [28], [29]. A Lie-algebraic di�erential operator satis�es the addi-tional condition of quasi-exact solvability provided its hidden symmetry algebra admitsa �nite-dimensional representation space (or module) consisting of smooth functions onthe underlying space. Since the di�erential operator is a polynomial in the �rst-order op-erators generating the symmetry algebra, it leaves the associated module invariant, andhence restricts to a �nite-dimensional linear transformation thereon. If the functions inthe module are square-integrable with respect to the natural measure, the quasi-exactlysolvable operator is said to be normalizable; in this case, the eigenvalues of the restrictedlinear transformation will correspond to part of the point spectrum of the di�erential op-erator, thereby reducing the computation of that part of the spectrum to an algebraiceigenvalue problem. See [30] for a comprehensive survey of the theory and applications ofquasi-exactly solvable systems in physics.In non-relativistic quantum mechanics one is interested in real-valued Schr�odingeroperators of the form H = ��+V , where � is the Laplacian (kinetic energy) operator ona �nite-dimensional real Riemannian manifoldy M , and V is the potential. (The physicalunits are taken so that �h = 2m = 1.) Thus, H is quasi-exactly solvable if there existsy More generally, for multi-particle systems, the kinetic energy operator would be a sum ofLaplacians. But such systems �t readily into our general framework, since a sum of Laplaciansis just the Laplacian operator on a Cartesian product manifold whose metric tensor is the directsum of the individual metrics. 2



a �nite-dimensional Lie algebra g of �rst-order di�erential operators, admitting a �nite-dimensional module N of smooth functions, such that H can be written as a bilinearcombination H = rXa;b=1CabT aT b + rXa=1CaT a (1)of the generators T a of g. Here r = dimg, the Cab's and Ca's are real constants, andwe have omitted an irrelevant constant term that can be absorbed in the energy. Sincethe quantum mechanical wave functions are, in general, complex-valued, the module Ncan contain complex-valued functions. Clearly, since each of the generators of g leaves Ninvariant, T a(N) � N, the HamiltonianH admitsN as a �nite-dimensional invariant space,H(N) � N. Thus, assuming again that the functions in N are normalizable, the spectrumof a quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operator H has an algebraic sector, which can becomputed algebraically by diagonalizing the �nite-dimensional linear operator obtainedby restricting H to N. In the decomposition (1), even though H is required to be a realdi�erential operator, the generators T a of the hidden symmetry algebra g could conceivablybe complex-valued, with complex coe�cients Cab, Ca also. In practice, however, if theoperators Ta are complex-valued the conditions on the complex constants Cab and Caarising from the fact that H must be a real di�erential operator | i.e., the potentialV must be a real-valued function | are virtually impossible to satisfy. For instance,extensive symbolic algebra calculations using the realization of so(3;R) given by Case 4.2in Table 4 failed to yield any real-valued potentials, even after allowing for a possiblerescaling of the wave function by a non-zero gauge factor, cf. (7). Therefore, the primaryobjects of interest for the construction of real quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operatorsare �nite-dimensional real Lie algebras of real-valued �rst-order di�erential operators onan open subset M of m-dimensional Euclidean space, which admit a �nite-dimensionalmodule of (smooth) complex-valued wave functions. It is the classi�cation of such objects,particularly in the two-dimensional case, that forms the principal focus of this paper.One of the principal research goals in this subject has been to obtain and classify newand physically important examples of quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators. Inthe one-dimensional case, complete results are known. In this case, the real and complexclassi�cations are identical, since, up to equivalence, there is essentially just one familyof one-dimensional quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators,indexed by a single quantum number n 2 N. The symmetry algebra can be identi�edwith the unimodular Lie algebra sl(2; C ) corresponding to the projective group action,having its standard representation on the space of polynomials of degree at most n. Thecomplete list of one-dimensional quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators was found in[28]; further, a complete solution to the normalizability problem for these operators wasrecently determined, [12], [14]. The higher-dimensional case is muchmore challenging, ow-ing notably to the fact that, already in the case of planar vector �elds, there are in�nitelymany distinct �nite-dimensional Lie algebras of vector �elds, of arbitrarily large dimen-sion. Moreover, some of the complex Lie algebras have several di�erent inequivalent realforms, and so the classi�cation of complex quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras or di�erentialoperators does not fully resolve the corresponding real problem. In the two-dimensionalcase, a complete list of Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators in two complex3



variables was found by us in [9], [10]. Our starting point was Lie's complete classi�cationof the �nite-dimensional Lie algebras of vector �elds in two complex variables, [20], [21],and then applying methods based on Lie algebra cohomology to determine the associatedLie algebras of di�erential operators. In [13], this classi�cation was applied to constructseveral new families of normalizable quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators in twodimensions, on both at and curved spaces. The complete classi�cation of (normalizable)quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators remains to be done, although this appears tobe an extremely di�cult problem. In this paper, we complete the local classi�cation ofLie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators in two real variables, using as our startingpoint the classi�cation of Lie algebras of vector �elds in R2 that was rigorously establishedin [11]. Interestingly, for the �ve additional real forms not appearing in Lie's complex clas-si�cation, every associated Lie algebra of di�erential operators is a subalgebra of a discretefamily of algebras isomorphic to the pseudo-orthogonal Lie algebra so(3; 1) | the linearisometries of Minkowski space. Our classi�cation will be applied to �nd a few interest-ing new examples of real quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators in two-dimensionalspace.As for the extension of these results to more than two dimensions, the di�culty isthat there is still no complete classi�cation of even the Lie algebras of vector �elds in C 3 .Lie, [20], describes a substantial fraction of the classi�cation, and indicates that he hadcompleted it, although, as far as we know, this has never appeared in print! Nevertheless,it would be an interesting and physically relevant problem to extend the classi�cation evento those examples discussed by Lie. Our methods for passing from a complex Lie algebra ofdi�erential operators to its associated real forms and the quasi-exact solvability conditionsare of general applicability, and can be readily applied to higher dimensional situations forwhich one can determine relevant real forms.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the basic theory of Liealgebras of di�erential operators, describing their characterization based on a Lie algebraof vector �elds, an associated module or representation space, and a cohomology class in theassociated Lie algebra cohomology. In Section 3 we describe the basic connection betweencomplex Lie algebras of di�erential operators and their real-analytic counterparts. Thebasic result that allows us to straightforwardly pass from real forms of the Lie algebra ofvector �elds to corresponding real forms of the Lie algebra of di�erential operators is thatany complexi�ed Lie algebra of vector �elds with a complexi�ed module automaticallyhas complexi�ed cohomology. In Section 4 we review the basic facts about quasi-exactsolvability and the quantization of cohomology in the complex case, and its real-analyticcounterparts. In Section 5, we complete the classi�cation of real Lie algebras of di�erentialoperators in the plane along with the quasi-exact solvability condition and associatedmodules. In particular, we show that, of the �ve additional Lie algebras of vector �elds inthe real plane not being simple restrictions of the complex ones in Lie's list, the only oneadmitting an extension to a Lie algebra of �rst-order di�erential operators by a non-trivialreal-valued cocycle is a family central extension of so(3; 1), for which the correspondingLie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators are labeled by a non-negative integer. Asan application, we obtain the explicit decomposition into irreducible submodules of themodules obtained by Morozov et al., [24], for the case of so(3;R). Finally, in Section 6, we4



review the theory of quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators, and use the precedingresults to both reconstruct the family of operators found by Zaslavskii, [31], as well asexhibit new real quasi-exactly solvable potentials in two variables.2. Lie Algebras of Di�erential Operators.First, we review the basic theory underlying the classi�cation of Lie algebras of dif-ferential operators in the complex domain, referring the reader to [14] for details. Let Mbe a complex-analytic manifoldy of dimension m. Let F(M) = F(M; C ) denote the spaceof complex-valued analytic functions on M . Let V(M) denote the space of analytic vector�elds on M , which forms an in�nite-dimensional Lie algebra based on the standard Liebracket operation [v;w]. The space F(M) forms a module, or representation space, forthe Lie algebra V(M), which acts via derivations: h 7! v(h) for v 2 V(M), h 2 F(M).Similarly, F(M) acts on itself by multiplication, i.e., a function f 2 F(M) de�nes thelinear multiplication operator h 7! f � h for h 2 F(M). The Lie algebra of �rst-orderdi�erential operators on M can be identi�ed with the semidirect product of these two Liealgebras, D1(M) = V(M) n F(M), so that each element T 2 D1(M) decomposes into asum T = v+ f of a vector �eld v and a multiplication operator f . Again, F(M) de�nes aD1(M)-module, with T (h) = v(h) + f � h for h 2 F(M). The Lie bracket or commutatoris then[T;U ] = TU�UT = [v;w]+v(g)�w(f); where T = v+f; U = w+g 2 D1(M):(2)In local coordinates z = (z1; : : : ; zm), a �rst-order di�erential operator has the formT = v + f = mXi=1 �i(z) @@zi + f(z); (3)where the coe�cients �i and f are analytic functions of z. We let �:D1(M)! V(M), with�(v + f) = v, denote the natural projection of a �rst-order di�erential operator onto itsvector �eld part. We can identify �(T ) = v with the \symbol" of the di�erential operatorT = v + f .We are interested in studying Lie subalgebras g � D1(M), so that g is a Lie algebra of�rst-order di�erential operators on the manifoldM . Our classi�cation of �nite-dimensionalsubalgebras will be local, leaving aside extremely interesting, but less well understoodglobal issues. Since all our results are local, from now on we will usually avoid explicit useof the term \local". By (2), the vector �eld part, or \symbol", of the algebra, de�ned ash = �(g) � V(M), forms a Lie algebra of vector �elds onM . LetM = g\F(M) denote thesubspace of g consisting of all the multiplication operators in g. The commutator formula(2) (with w = 0) immediately implies that M is an h-module, meaning that if v 2 h andh 2M, then v(h) 2M; in other words,M forms a representation space for the Lie algebray In our applications, M will always be an open subset of Euclidean space, but the basictheory in this section is valid in general. 5



h. If T = v + f 2 g, it is tempting to de�ne F : h ! F(M) by hF ;vi = f . However,this is incorrect, since we can clearly add to T any function eh 2 M, and still obtain anelement of g with the same symbol v as T . To remedy this, we just go to the quotientspace Q = F(M)=M, which also forms an h-module, and de�ne F : h! Q byhF ;vi = [f ] 2 Q; if v 2 h and v + f 2 g: (4)This is clearly well de�ned, since if v 2 h and T1 = v + f1 2 g, T2 = v + f2 2 g, thenT1 � T2 = f1 � f2 2 g implies that f1 � f2 2 M, and therefore F (v) = [f1] = [f2]. Inview of the commutator formula (2), the fact that the di�erential operators in g form aLie algebra implies that F must satisfy the bilinear identityvhF ;wi �whF ;vi � hF ; [v;w]i = 0; v;w 2 h: (5)In the language of Lie algebra cohomology, [17], the left hand side of (5) de�nes thedi�erential �F of the linear map F ; the fact that it vanishes implies that F de�nes a1-cocycle on h with values in the h-module Q. Let Z1(h;Q) denote the space of Q-valued1-cocycles on the Lie algebra h. The basic classi�cation theorem, [14], can be stated asfollows.Proposition 1. Let g � D1(M) be a Lie algebra of �rst-order di�erential operators.Then g can be represented by a triple ( h;M; F ), where:(i) h = g \ V(M) is a Lie algebra of vector �elds on M ,(ii) M = g \ F(M) is an h-module of scalar-valued functions,(iii) F 2 Z1(h;Q) is a Q = F(M)=M{valued 1-cocycle on h.There are two classes of equivalence maps that preserve the basic Lie algebra structureof the space D1(M). The �rst are the changes of variables, provided by local di�eomor-phisms ':M !M , which act naturally on D1(M) via'�(T ) = '�(v + f) = d'(v) + f �'�1; (6)where d' is the usual di�erential (push-forward) map on vector �elds. The second arethe gauge transformations, obtained by multiplying the functions in F(M) by a �xednon-vanishing functiony �(x) = e�(x). The corresponding gauge action on a di�erentialoperator is given byG�(T ) = e�� � T � e� so that G�(v + f) = v + f + v(�): (7)Thus, the e�ect of a gauge transformation is to modify the multiplication part of thedi�erential operator by the additional term v(�).y Here, in contrast to the usual physics version, the gauge factor � is not assumed to beunitary, i.e., � is not necessarily purely imaginary.6



De�nition 2. Two Lie algebras of di�erential operators g and eg are equivalent ifand only if there is an equivalence map 	 = (';G�), consisting of a change of variablesand a gauge transformation, that maps one to the other, so eg = G� �'�(g).If the operators T generate a Lie algebra g � D1(M), which we identify with the triple( h;M; F ) as above, then we can interpret the gauge term v(�) in (7) as the coboundarymap ��: h ! Q, de�ned by h�� ;vi = v(�), associated with the 0-cochain � 2 Q onthe Lie algebra h. Note that for � 2 M the coboundary �� modi�es the cocycle F ina trivial manner, since F is only de�ned modulo elements of M anyway. Thus, a gaugetransformation G� will map the Lie algebra g = (h;M; F ) to the cohomologous Lie algebraG�(g) = (h;M; F + ��). Let B1(h;Q) denote the space of Q-valued coboundaries, andH1(h;Q) = Z1(h;Q)=B1(h;Q) the corresponding �rst Lie algebra cohomology space. Weconclude that the gauge-equivalent Lie algebras corresponding to a given Lie algebra ofvector �elds h and moduleM are classi�ed by cohomology classes [F ] 2 H1(h;Q). In otherwords, equivalent Lie algebras correspond to equivalent triples (h;M; [F ]), and (eh;fM; [ eF ] ),meaning that there is a change of variables ' for which eh = '�(h), fM = '�(M), andeF = '� �F �'�1� + ��. In particular, if F is cohomologous to a coboundary, then the Liealgebra g is equivalent, under a gauge transformation, to the sum eg = eh +M of a Liealgebra of pure vector �elds and a subspace of multiplication operators.Theorem 3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes ofLie algebras g of �rst-order di�erential operators on M and equivalence classes of triples�h;M; [F ]�, where(i) h is a Lie algebra of vector �elds,(ii) M � F(M) is an h-module of functions,(iii) [F ] is a cohomology class in H1(h;Q), where Q = F(M)=M.The classi�cation of Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators therefore reducesto the problem of classifying triples (h;M; [F ]) under local changes of variables. Fromthe standpoint of physics, the most interesting are the �nite-dimensional subalgebras g �D1(M). In this case, most of the known results on Lie algebra cohomology, [17], arenot directly applicable since they apply to cohomology classes having values in �nite-dimensional modules, whereas in our case the relevant module Q has �nite co-dimensionin F(M).Based on Theorem 3, there are three basic steps required to classify �nite-dimensionalLie algebras of �rst order di�erential operators. First, one needs to classify the �nitedimensional Lie algebras of vector �elds h up to changes of variables. Secondly, for eachof these Lie algebras, one needs to classify all possible �nite-dimensional h-modules ofanalytic functions. Trivial modules, valid for any Lie algebra of vector �elds, are the zeromodule M = 0, which consists of the zero function alone, and that containing just theconstant functions, M = C . (Indeed, for quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras, these are theonly two admissible modules | see below.) Fixing the Lie algebra h and the module M,the �rst cohomology space H1(h;Q) will determine a parametrized system of inequivalentLie algebras of di�erential operators. Typically, the cohomology classes are parametrizedby one or more continuous parameters or, possibly, analytic functions. In the case of one-7



or two-dimensional complex manifolds, the local classi�cation problem has been solved.The classi�cation of �nite-dimensional (non-singular) Lie algebras of vector �elds in oneand two complex variables appears in Lie, [21], [22]. The remaining classi�cation of the�nite-dimensional modules M and the associated cohomology space H1(h;Q) for each ofthe Lie algebras of vector �elds was completed by Miller, [23], and the authors, [19], inone dimension, and by the authors, [10], in two dimensions.3. Real Forms of Complex Algebras.We now turn to the main topic of this paper, which is the extension of the knownclassi�cation results for complex Lie algebras of di�erential operators to the real domain.We begin with a few elementary remarks concerning the complexi�cation of real vectorspaces. If V is a real vector space, its complexi�cation is the complex vector spaceyVC = V 
C . Every element u 2 VC can be written in the form u = v + iw, wherev;w 2 V . Thus, VC = V � iV . As usual, we set v = Reu, w = Imu, and u = v � iw.If V is �nite-dimensional, and B = fe1; : : : ; eng is a basis of V , then it remains a (real)basis of VC . If W � V is any subspace, then its complexi�cation WC = W 
C is clearlya subspace of VC . We shall say that WC is a complexi�ed subspace of VC . Not everysubspace cW � VC is a complexi�ed subspace. For example, if V = R2, so VC = C 2 ,the one-dimensional subspace cW � VC spanned by the vector (1; i) is not a complexi�edsubspace. The following elementary characterization of complexi�ed subspaces of complexvector spaces will play a crucial role in our presentation.Lemma 4. Let VC = V 
C be a complexi�ed vector space, and let WC � VC be acomplex subspace. Then the following conditions are equivalent:(i) WC =W 
C is a complexi�ed subspace for some W � V .(ii) WC =WC ,(iii) ReWC = ImWC =W are equal, in which case WC =W 
C .Corollary 5. A �nite-dimensional complex subspace WC � VC of a complexi�edvector space is a complexi�ed subspace if and only if it admits a real basis B � V , whichalso forms a basis for its real formW = ReWC . In this case, if bB = fw1; : : : ; wng forms anarbitrary complex basis for WC , then a real basis of WC can be found among the elementsof Re bB [ Im bB = fRew1; : : : ;Rewn; Imw1; : : : ; Imwn:g.Clearly, the basic de�nitions and results stated in Section 6 can be formulated for realmanifolds without any change, other than replacing C by R wherever it occurs. Thus,we have the space F(M) = F(M;R) of real-valued analytic functions de�ned on the real-analytic manifold M , the space V(M) of real-analytic vector �elds on M , and the spaceD1(M) = V(M) n F(M) of analytic �rst-order di�erential operators T = v + f . In localcoordinates x = (x1; : : : ; xm), the elements of D1(M) take the usual formT = mXi=1 �i(x) @@xi + f(x); (8)y Tensor products are always over the real �eld R.8



where �i and f are real-valued analytic functions on M .In addition to real-valued objects, it will be convenient to consider their complex-valued counterparts, each of which is obtained by complexi�cation. Thus we let F(M; C ) =F(M)
 C denote the space of complex-valued analytic functions on M . A function f 2F(M; C ) can be decomposed into its real and imaginary parts f(x) = f1(x) + if2(x),where f1 = Re f , f2 = Imf 2 F(M). In quantum mechanics, the wave functions, whilede�ned on a real vector space, are generally complex-valued, and so the appearance here ofF(M; C ) will come as no surprise. Similarly, we set V(M; C ) = V(M)
C to be the spaceof complex-valued analytic vector �elds onM . In local coordinates, an element of V(M; C )has the form v = Pmi=1 �i(x)@xi , where the coe�cients �i 2 F(M; C ) are complex-valuedanalytic functions. Note that v = Rev + i Imv, whereRev =Xi (Re �i) @@xi ; Imv =Xi (Im �i) @@xi :Finally, D1(M; C ) = V(M; C ) n F(M; C ) = D1(M)
 C is the space of complex-valuedanalytic �rst-order di�erential operators on M . Its elements have the same form as in (8),but the coe�cient functions �i, f , are now allowed to be complex-valued.Assuming analyticity, there is an important connection between the real and complexobjects, provided by the inverse procedures of restriction to the real domain and analyticcontinuation. Since we are dealing with local issues, we can assume, for simplicity, thatour di�erential operators are de�ned on open subsets of the appropriate real or complexEuclidean space. First, suppose cM � Cm is an open domain in complex m-dimensionalEuclidean space, and bf : cM ! C a complex-analytic function. Then the restriction of bftoy M = cM \ Rm de�nes a (in general) complex-valued real-analytic function f :M ! C .We let R:F(cM ) ! F(M; C ) denote this restriction map. Conversely, given a complex-valued analytic function f 2 F(M; C ) de�ned on an open subset M � Rm, its analyticcontinuation to the complex domain Cm de�nes a complex-analytic function bf : cM ! Cde�ned on a subdomain cM � Cm such that cM \ Rm = M . (Actually, cM \ Rm may bestrictly larger than M if f can be analytically continued as a real-analytic function.) Wewill always assume that, by suitably restricting the domain cM , the analytic continuationbf is a single-valued function. In our applications, the functions considered are, by andlarge, combinations of rational and exponential functions, and so the more technical issuesassociated with the process of analytic continuation do not arise. We let C:F(M; C ) !F(cM ) denote the process of analytic continuation, so C(f) = bf . Note that the restrictionand analytic continuation operators are inverses of each other, meaning that R � C = 11and C �R = 11, provided M and cM are suitably related.The restriction of a subspace cM � F(cM ) to the real axis will be a subspace R(cM) ofthe space F(M; C ) of complex-valued functions. However, in general R(cM) does not arisefrom the complexi�cation of a subspace of real-valued functions, meaning that R(cM) neednot have the form M
C where M � F(M) is a real subspace. Lemma 4 shows that thisy We always assume that cM \Rm 6= ?. 9



happens if and only if the subspace R(cM) equals its own complex conjugate. For example,if cM is generated by the analytic function z + i for z 2 C , then its restriction to the realaxis is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the complex function x+ i, i.e., is equalto the set of all functions of the form c(x + i), where c is an arbitrary complex constant.Here R(cM) is generated by x� i, and thus R(cM) is not a complexi�ed subspace.Similar considerations provide a correspondence between real-analytic complex-valuedvector �elds and di�erential operators de�ned on M � Rm and their complex-analyticcounterparts, de�ned on cM � Cm . The operations of restriction R and analytic continua-tion C are applied component-wise. Thus, for example, the restriction of a complex-analyticdi�erential operator of the form (3) is obtained by restricting its coe�cients to depend onreal values of z = x+ iy 2 Cm , i.e., we set y = 0 in the formulae, so thatR(T ) = R" mXi=1 �i(z) @@zi + f(z)# = mXi=1 �i(x) @@xi + f(x); x 2M;the latter de�ning a complex-valued real-analytic di�erential operator on a suitable sub-domainM � Rm, i.e., an element of D1(M; C ). In particular, the restriction of the vector�eld @z to the real axis is merely @x, not 12(@x + i@y)! As in the case of functions, theoperators R and C are inverses of one another when acting on di�erential operators.Note that the restriction and analytic continuation operators respect the Lie algebrastructure on the space of di�erential operators; for example, the analytic continuation ofthe commutator bracket of two di�erential operators is the bracket of their continuations:C[D; E] = [C(D); C(E)]:Therefore, if bg � D1(cM ) is a Lie algebra of complex-analytic �rst order di�erential op-erators on cM � Cm , its restriction to M � Rm is the complex Lie algebra R(bg ) =fR(T ) j T 2 bgg � D1(M; C ) de�ned on the domain M = cM \Rm. The restriction R(bg )de�nes a real Lie algebra of di�erential operators if and only if it is a complexi�ed Liealgebra, so that R(bg ) = gC = g
C , where g = Re(gC ) is the associated real Lie algebra.Conversely, given a �nite-dimensionaly real-analytic Lie algebra of di�erential operatorsg � D1(M), then there is a corresponding complex-analytic Lie algebra of di�erentialoperators bg = C(gC ) � D1(cM ), de�ned on a suitable subdomain cM � Cm , which is ob-tained by analytically continuing the corresponding complexi�ed Lie algebra gC = g
C .Thus we deduce the fundamental correspondence between real and complex Lie algebrasof di�erential operators.Proposition 6. The analytic continuation of a real-valued �nite-dimensional Liealgebra of real-analytic di�erential operators de�nes a �nite-dimensional Lie algebra ofcomplex-analytic di�erential operators. Conversely, a Lie algebra of complex-analytic dif-ferential operators determines a real Lie algebra of di�erential operators via restriction ifand only if its restriction is a complexi�ed Lie algebra.y The �nite-dimensionality is important here, since otherwise there is no guarantee that theanalytic continuation of the individual di�erential operators have a common domain of de�nition.10



Two complex Lie algebras of di�erential operators are equivalent if and only if thereis a complex-analytic change of variables and gauge transformation mapping one to theother. Similarly, two real Lie algebras of di�erential operators are equivalent if and onlyif there is a real-analytic change of variables and gauge transformation mapping one tothe other. Clearly, analytically continuing the complexi�cations of two equivalent real Liealgebras produces (locally) equivalent complex Lie algebras. The converse, though, is falsein general: two real Lie algebras on M whose complexi�cations have equivalent analyticcontinuations are not necessarily equivalent.In general, by a real form of a complex Lie algebra of di�erential operators eg, wemean any real Lie algebra of di�erential operators g which is obtained by �rst applying acomplex change of variables and gauge transformation, leading to the complex-equivalentalgebra bg = 	(eg ), and then restricting to the real axis. Proposition 6 requires that theresulting complex-valued algebra gC = R(bg ) be a complexi�ed algebra, whereby g = Re gC ,and gC = g
C . Two di�erent real forms of a given complex Lie algebra will always beanalytically continuable to complex-equivalent Lie algebras, although the real forms maynot be real-equivalent (even if they are isomorphic as abstract Lie algebras). For example,the real Lie algebras generated by @x + @y, x@x + y@y , x2@x + y2@y , and by @x, x@x + y@y,(x2� y2)@x+2xy@y are both isomorphic to sl(2;R), and are real forms of the complex Liealgebra with generators @z+@w, z@z +w@w, z2@z+w2@w. However, the two real forms arenot equivalent | there is no real change of variables mapping one to the other; see [11].A key problem, then, is to determine the di�erent possible (real-)inequivalent real formsof a given complex Lie algebra of di�erential operators.We now describe a general approach to this problem, based on a solution to thecomplex classi�cation problem. Each complex Lie algebra bg of di�erential operators oncM � Cm can, in accordance with Theorem 3, be identi�ed with a triple � bh;cM; [ bF ] �, wherebh � V(cM) is a complex Lie algebra of vector �elds on cM . Clearly, if bg is to restrict to acomplexi�ed Lie algebra of di�erential operators R(bg ) = g
C � gC , then bh must restrictto a complexi�ed Lie algebra of vector �elds R(bh) = h
C � hC � V(M; C ). Furthermore,the bh-module cM � F(cM ) must restrict to a complexi�ed module R(cM) =MC =M
C �F(M; C ). For example, if the complex modulecM =MC = C consists just of the constants,then M = R also consists of the real constants.Since the quotient of two complexi�ed spaces is complexi�ed, the quotient space QC =F(M; C )=MC is also complexi�ed, with QC = Q
C , where Q = F(M)=M. Given acomplex cocycle bF 2 Z1(bh; bQ), we de�ne its restriction FC = R( bF ) to be the complexcocycle de�ned by hFC ;vi = R�h bF ; C(v)i�; for all v 2 hC : (9)In other words, FC = R � bF � C:The fact that the maps R and C are Lie algebra isomorphisms implies that FC is anelement of Z1(hC ;QC ). In particular, the complex vector spaces Z1(bh; bQ) and Z1(hC ;QC )are isomorphic: Z1(hC ;QC ) = R �Z1(bh; bQ) �C:11



The complex conjugate FC : hC ! QC = QC of a typical element FC 2 Z1(hC ;QC ), de�nedby hFC ;vi = hFC ;vi; for all v 2 hC ; (10)is also a cocycle by (5). This shows that the space Z1C = Z1(hC ;QC ) of QC -valued cocyclesis complexi�ed, so Z1C = Z1 
C , where Z1 = Re(Z1C ). From (10) it is clear that if FC 2 Z1Cthen ReFC is a real Q-valued cocycle on h, and conversely any real cocycle F 2 Z1(h;Q),when extended by linearity to hC , is in Z1C by (5). Thus, Z1 can be identi�ed with Z1(h;Q).Furthermore, if �� is the coboundary of a complex-valued function � 2 bQ, then itsrestriction (��)C to Z1(hC ;QC ), as de�ned by (9), is the coboundary of R(�) 2 QC , sinceh(��)C ;vi = R(h�� ; C(v)i) = R�C(v)(�)�= v�R(�)� = h�R(�) ;vi; for all v 2 hC : (11)This means that B1(hC ;QC ) = R �B1(bh; bQ) � C; (12)and the spaces B1(bh; bQ) and B1(hC ;QC ) are thus isomorphic. Given an element �� 2B1(hC ;QC ), with � 2 QC , its complex conjugate �� is easily seen to be equal to thecoboundary of �. Since QC is a complexi�ed space, this implies that�� = �� 2 �(QC ) = �(QC ) = B1(hC ;QC );and therefore the space B1C = B1(hC ;QC ) of 1-coboundaries is also complexi�ed:B1C = B1 
C ;where as before it is immediate to show that B1 = Re(B1C ) can be identi�ed with B1(h;Q).Therefore, the resulting cohomology space H1(hC ;QC ) = Z1C =B1C � H1C is isomorphic toH1(bh; bQ) and complexi�ed:H1C = R �H1(bh; bQ) � C = H1 
C ; with H1 = H1(h;Q):This su�ces to prove our basic complexi�cation result:Theorem 7. Let bh � V(cM ) be a complex Lie algebra of complex-analytic vector�elds, and let cM � F(cM ) be a complex bh-module of complex-analytic functions. Supposethe restrictions R(bh) � V(M; C ) and R(cM) � F(M; C ) are complexi�ed spaces:R(bh) = h
C � hC ; R(cM) =M
C �MC :The quotient module bQ = F(cM )=cM restricts to R( bQ) = QC = Q
C = F(M; C )=MC ,with real counterpart Q = F(M)=M. Moreover, the restriction R �H1(bh; bQ) � C of theassociated cohomology space H1(bh; bQ) is also a complexi�ed space, withR �H1(bh; bQ) � C = H1(hC ;QC ) = H1(h;Q)
C � H1C :12



In particular, Theorem 7 implies that the real and complex cohomology spaces of acomplex Lie algebra of vector �elds and any of its real forms have the same dimension:dimC H1(bh; bQ) = dimC H1(hC ;QC ) = dimR H1(h;Q): (13)Therefore, the space of complex-inequivalent Lie algebras of di�erential operators corre-sponding to a given bh � V(cM ) and cM � F(cM ) has the same dimension as the spaceof real-inequivalent Lie algebras of di�erential operators corresponding to the real formsh � V(M) andM � F(M). According to Corollary 5, if B = f[F1]; : : : ; [Fn]g forms a basisfor the complex cohomology space H1(hC ;QC ), then a basis for the real formH1(h;Q) canbe found among ReB [ ImB = f[ReF1]; : : : ; [ReFn]; [ImF1]; : : : [ImFn]g. In other words,exactly n of the real and imaginary parts of the complex cocycles F1; : : : ; Fn will be linearlyindependent modulo coboundaries.Theorem 7 implies that the problem of classifying real Lie algebras of di�erentialoperators can be tackled directly as follows. Let h be a real form of a complex Lie algebraof vector �elds eh. Let ':fM ! cM be the change of variables mapping eh to a complex-equivalent Lie algebra bh = '(eh), whose restriction coincides with the complexi�cationof our chosen real form: hC = R(bh) = h
C . If fM � F�fM� is a �nite-dimensional eh-module of complex-analytic functions, then cM = '�(fM) is a �nite-dimensional bh-moduleobtained by applying the change of variables. We assume that its restriction R(cM) is acomplexi�ed module: MC = R(cM) =M
C , with M � F(M) a real h-module. Set QC =F(M; C )=MC = Q
C , with Q = F(M)=M. According to Theorem 7, the cohomologyspace H1C = H1(hC ;QC ) is complexi�ed: H1C = H1 
C , where H1 = H1(h;Q). Anycomplex Lie algebra of di�erential operators with vector �eld part bh, represented by acohomology class in the space H1(bh; bQ) �= H1C , is found by applying '� to a Lie algebra ofdi�erential operators represented by an element of eH1 = H1(eh; eQ), where eQ = F�fM�=fM.Theorem 7 implies that a real basis for H1 can be constructed by taking the real andimaginary parts of the elements of a basis for H1(bh; bQ) and restricting ourselves to the realhyperplane. Moreover, (13) implies that the number of real cohomology parameters in H1will be the same as the number of complex cohomology parameters in H1(bh; bQ) �= H1C . Insummary, we can produce a basis for the real cohomology space H1(h;Q) by the followingprocedure: i) apply the change of variables ' to a basis for the original cohomology spaceH1(eh; eQ), ii) restrict the resulting cohomology classes to the real subspace, and iii) choosehalf of the real and imaginary components of these restricted cohomology classes to forma basis. Note that all the steps in this procedure are totally algorithmic, although in thethird step one should bear in mind that we are dealing with equality up to a coboundary.Typically, for each cocycle representing a nontrivial cohomology class in the complex basis,either its real part, or its imaginary part, provides one element of the corresponding realbasis. This procedure will be illustrated by the examples in Section 5.4. Quasi-Exact Solvability.A �nite-dimensional Lie algebra g � D1(M) is called quasi-exactly solvable if it admitsa non-zero �nite-dimensional module (or representation space) N � F(M) consisting of13



functions on M . In other words, we have T (h) 2 N whenever T 2 g and h 2 N. Thecondition of quasi-exact solvability has one elementary consequence that simpli�es ourclassi�cation procedure. We state this result for complex Lie algebras, although the realversion is also immediate.Proposition 8. If g is a quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebra represented by the triple(h;M; [F ]) as in Theorem 3, then the moduleM of multiplication operators is either trivial,M = 0, or consists of constants, M = C . Moreover, if g = (h; 0; [F ]), then g � eg = g�C ,where eg = (h; C ; [F ]) is a quasi-exactly solvable central extension of g.Therefore, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the only multiplicationoperators in our Lie algebra are the constant functions, i.e., g \ F(M) = C . The quotientspace Q = F(M)=C is also �xed in this case.In [8], [14], a complete classi�cation of all quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators on C 2 was found. A remarkable consequence of the generalclassi�cation is that the quasi-exact solvability condition imposes an additional \quanti-zation" condition on the cohomology parameters associated with the cohomology spaceH1(h;Q), meaning that these parameters must take on a discrete (e(i)ntegral) set of val-ues. (In [7] this result was seen, in certain cases, to be a consequence of some fundamentalalgebro-geometric results governing the classi�cation of vector bundles over algebraic va-rieties.) In the present work, we shall extend the classi�cation to real Lie algebras ofdi�erential operators. The basic remark is that the quasi-exact solvability condition isrespected by the process of complexi�cation.Proposition 9. Let cM � Cm be an open subset, and let bg � D1(cM ) be a Liealgebra of complex-analytic �rst-order di�erential operators. Let M = cM \ Rm, andassume that the restriction R(bg ) is a complexi�ed Lie algebra of di�erential operators, sothat R(bg ) = g
C � gC for some real Lie algebra g � D1(M). Then all three Lie algebrasbg, gC , g are quasi-exactly solvable if and only if any one of them is quasi-exactly solvable.Proof : First, if N � F(M) is a �nite-dimensional module for g, then its complexi�ca-tion NC = N
C is a �nite-dimensional module for gC , and thus its analytic continuationbN = C(NC ) is a �nite-dimensional module for bg. Conversely, if bN is a �nite-dimensionalmodule for bg, then its restriction R(bN) to M is a �nite-dimensional module for gC . IfR(bN) = N
C is a �nite-dimensional complexi�ed gC -module, then it immediately followsthatN is a �nite-dimensional g-module . Otherwise, we just replaceR(bN) byR(bN)+R(bN),which is also a �nite-dimensional gC -module and is obviously complexi�ed. Q.E.D.Thus, the classi�cation of real quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras can be based on thecomplex classi�cation. The only question is whether the quantization conditions requiredfor quasi-exact solvability produce, upon restriction, complexi�ed Lie algebras or not.This will be the case if and only if the quasi-exact solvability imposes real constraintson the real cohomology parameters. For example, in the planar cases appearing in thecomplex classi�cation Tables 1, 2 and 3, the quantization conditions are all real, andhence the complex Lie algebra and its restriction obey the same quasi-exact solvabilitycriteria. However, as we shall see, this is not the case for the other real forms of our14



complex Lie algebras, so that the real quasi-exact solvability criteria turn out to be morerestrictive than their complex counterparts. Thus, in these cases, to determine the realquasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras of di�erential operators, we need only determine howthe change of variables has a�ected the quantization condition. If the quantized values forthe cohomology parameters remain real under the change of variables, then the real Liealgebra of di�erential operators will admit a �nite-dimensional (complex) module. If, onthe other hand, the quantized cohomology condition is no longer real in the new variables,then the real Lie algebra of vector �elds will have no real quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebraswith nontrivial cohomology.5. The Planar Case.Let us review what is known in the particular case of two dimensions. In the complexcase, there are, up to local changes of variables, a wide variety of nonsingular Lie algebrasof vector �elds, �rst classi�ed by Lie, [21]. These correspond to the locally inequivalent�nite-dimensional transformation group actions on a two-dimensional manifold; the non-singularity condition avoids points where all of the vector �elds simultaneously vanish,i.e., the transformation group has no zero-dimensional orbits. The classi�cation naturallydistinguishes between the imprimitive Lie algebras, for which there exists an invariantfoliation of the manifold, and the primitive algebras, having no such foliation. Since theconstruction of quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators requires the associated groupaction to be transitive, we shall ignore the intransitive cases here. In [10], Lie's classi�-cation was reorganized into 24 di�erent categories, although these in turn can be furthersimpli�ed into 14 categories as given in the tables at the end of the paper, which areadapted from those appearing in [25], and form a simpli�ed version of the classi�cationappearing in our earlier papers [8], [10], [14]. In their canonical forms, each of these Liealgebras appearing in the complex classi�cation is a complexi�ed algebra, and hence hasan obvious real counterpart, obtained by restricting the coordinates to be real. Moreover,according to Theorems 7 and 9, in such cases the associated real Lie algebras of di�erentialoperators and �nite-dimensional modules are readily obtained by restriction. Interestingly,every imprimitive real Lie algebra is obtained by this simple procedure. In addition to thesereal Lie algebras, there are precisely �ve additional primitive real Lie algebras of vector�elds in two dimensions that are are not equivalent to any of the Lie algebras obtained bystraightforward restriction of the complex normal forms. However, the complexi�cation(or analytic continuation) of each of these �ve additional Lie algebras will, of course, beequivalent, under a complex di�eomorphism, to one of the complex normal forms on ourlist. The complete list of these additional real forms along with their canonical complex-i�cation appear in Table 4; the required changes of variables needed to change them intothe canonical form appears later in this section. Therefore, to complete the classi�cationof all real Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators, we need only determine thereal cohomology spaces associated with these �ve additional real forms, and, further, todetermine what values of the cohomology parameters will produce quasi-exactly solvablealgebras. Combining these results with our earlier complex classi�cation will thus producea complete list of normal forms for the Lie algebras of �rst order di�erential operators intwo real variables admitting a �nite-dimensional module of smooth functions.15



For simplicity, in the ensuing discussion, the complex h-module will be always takento be MC = C , as it will in any quasi-exactly solvable algebra, by Proposition 8. (Thegeneral g-modules and associated cohomologies appear in Tables 5 and 6.) We will usez;w for the complex canonical coordinates, and x; y for the associated real coordinates.Case 4.1 : The �rst of the real forms is the unimodular algebra with generators@x; x@x + y@y ; (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y : (14)The complex normal form of this Lie algebra is of Type 1.1, with generators@z + @w; z@z + w@w; z2@z + w2@w: (15)Indeed, the change of variablesz = x + iy; w = x � iy; (16)maps the generators (15) directly to (14). The cohomology space of (15) is one-dimensional,and is represented by the Lie algebra of di�erential operators spanned by@z + @w; z@z + w@w; z2@z +w2@w + c(z � w): (17)Applying the change of variables (16) to the associated di�erential operators, we �nd thatthe real cohomology is also one-dimensional (in accordance with Lemma 4) and representedby @x; x@x + y@y ; (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + by; (18)where the real cohomology parameter is related to the complex one via b = 2ic. Finally,the complex quantization condition requires that c = 12n, n 2 N, is a half integer. For thereal Lie algebra (18), this requires that b = in be complex, which makes the Lie algebra nolonger complexi�ed. We conclude that there are no real quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebraswith nonzero cohomology.Thus, the only Lie algebra of this form having a nontrivial module is the originalvector �eld model (14). In this case, the fundamental complex g-modules are of the formNm = Spanf mk j 0 � k � 2mg ; (19)with m 2 N a nonnegative integer, mk (x; y) = ym�kRmk � xi y� ; Rmk (t) = dkdtk (t2 � 1)m: (20)It is easy to see that Nm is a complexi�ed module for all m 2 N. Indeed, a straightforwardcalculation shows that the functionsik  mk = k!(�1)m�k Xk2�j�m�mj ��2jk �x2j�kym�2j ; k = 0; : : : ; 2m;16



form a real basis thereof. Every other �nite-dimensional real module is a direct sum of thefundamental real modules ReNm.Case 4.2 : The second case to consider is the orthogonal Lie algebra generated byv1 = (1 + x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y ; v2 = �y@x + x@y ; v3 = 2xy@x + (1� x2 + y2)@y:(21)The group action is obtained by stereographic projection of the standard rotation groupaction on the two-sphere. The complex normal form is again of Type 1.1, as in (15), withone-dimensional cohomology, as in (17). Under the change of variablesz = x+ iy; w = �1x� iy = � x + iyx2 + y2 ; (22)we �nd@z + @w = 12 (v1 � iv3); z@z + w@w = �iv2; z2@z + w2@w = 12(v1 + iv3):Applying the change of variables (22) to the associated di�erential operators (17), we �ndthat the complex cohomology is represented by a one-parameter family of cocycles, whichwe denote by Fc, c 2 C , with representative Lie algebras(1 + x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + c(x+ iy) x2 + y2 + 1x2 + y2 ;2xy@x + (1� x2 + y2)@y � ic(x+ iy) x2 + y2 + 1x2 + y2 ; � y@x + x@y : (23)Note that, in contrast to the �rst case, Fc is not a real cocycle for any specialization ofthe parameter c. However, its real and imaginary parts, ReFc and ImFc for c 2 R, arethemselves cocycles. Moreover, according to Theorem 7, only one of these two can forman independent cohomology class in Z1(h;Q). Indeed, ReFc is cohomologous to the zerococycle since it equals the coboundary of the function 12c log(x2 + y2). The other cocycleImFc therefore represents the complete real cohomology space which, like its complexcounterpart, must be one-dimensional. The latter cocycle can be further simpli�ed byadding in the coboundary of �c arctan(y=x), leading to the real cohomology representative(1 + x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + by; �y@x + x@y ; 2xy@x + (1� x2 + y2)@y � bx;where the real cohomology parameter is related to the complex one via b = 2ic. Inthe original complex coordinates, this cocycle can also be obtained by �rst adding in thecoboundary corresponding to c log(�w), which e�ectively replaces @w by @w+c=w, leadingto the alternative complex cohomology representative@z + @w + cw ; z@z + w@w; z2@z + w2@w + cz: (24)As in Case 4.1, the complex quantization condition is c = 12n, n 2 N, which requires thatb = in. Consequently, there are no real quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras with nonzerocohomology. 17



As before, the only Lie algebra having a nontrivial module is the original vector �eldmodel (21). The fundamental so(3)-modules are given byNm = Spanf�mk j 0 � k � 2mg ; m 2 N; (25)where �mk (x; y) = �1 + x2 + y2x� i y �m�k Rmk �x2 + y2 � 1x2 + y2 + 1� : (26)Let us show, �rst of all, that all the modules (25) are complexi�ed modules. Indeed, fromthe identity Rmk (t) = k!(2m� k)! (t2 � 1)m�kRm2m�k;cf. [9; (3.15)], it follows that�mk = (�1)m�k22(m�k) k!(2m� k)! �m2m�k: (27)In particular, �mm is real. Therefore Nm admits the real basisfRe�m0 ; : : : ;Re�mm�1; Im�m0 ; : : : ; Im�mm�1; �mmg; (28)and is therefore a complexi�ed module of dimension 2m + 1, whose real counterpart isspanned by the same basis functions. The modules (25) are all irreducible; indeed, it isnot hard to see that Nm is the carrier of the standard so(3) representation with integerspin m. See [9; pp. 62{63] for the precise connection between the functions (26) and theclassical spherical harmonics.It is also of interest to compare our results with those of Morozov et al., [24]. First,we note that the change of variables� = � 2xx2 + y2 � 1 ; � = 2yx2 + y2 � 1 ; (29)de�nes a di�eomorphism from the complement of the closed unit disc in the (x; y) planeonto the entire (�; �) plane, and maps the generators (21) into constant multiples of thedi�erential operators� @@� � � @@� ; �� @@� + (1 + �2) @@� ; (1 + �2) @@� + �� @@� ; (30)which is precisely the basis of so(3) used in [24]. In the new (�; �) coordinates, the basiselements (26) of the fundamental so(3)-module Nm are expressed as follows:�mk (�; �) = (�2)m�k(� + i �)k�m�k�mRmk (�); (31)where � = (1 + �2 + �2)�1=2 = x2 + y2 � 1x2 + y2 + 1 :18



The so(3)-modules considered in [24] are eNm = �mP(m), where P(m) denotes the set ofpolynomials P (�; �) of degree �m. However, as noted in [24], these modules are certainlynot irreducible. Indeed, it can be shown thateNm = [m2 ]Mi=0 Nm�2i;where Nm is the module spanned by (31), forms the decomposition of eNm into irreduciblesummands.Case 4.3 : Consider next the one-parameter family of three-dimensional solvable Liealgebras generated by the vector �elds@x; @y; �(x@x + y@y) + y@x � x@y ; (32)where � is a real constant. The complex normal form has generators@z ; @w; (� � i)z@z + (� + i)w@w; (33)spanning a Lie algebra of Type 1.7 with r = 1 and constant � = (� + i)=(� � i). Indeed,under the change of variables (16), we have@z = 12 [@x + i@y ]; @w = 12 [@x � i@y ];(� � i)z@z + (� + i)w@w = �(x@x + y@y) + y@x � x@y :If � =2 Q�, then our Lie algebra of Type 1.7 has zero cohomology; thus, for real �, theonly case when (32) has nonzero cohomology is when � = 0, corresponding to � = �1.In this case, since we are assuming that the module is M = C , the cohomology space isone-dimensional, and is represented by the Lie algebra of di�erential operators spanned by@z; @w + cz; z@z �w@w: (34)Applying the change of variables (16), we �nd that the complex cohomology is representedby the family of Lie algebras@x + cx+ icy; @y + cy � icx; �y@x + x@y ; (35)for c 2 C . As with Case 4.2, the real part of this cocycle forms a coboundary, while theimaginary part determines the real cohomology basis representative:@x + by; @y � bx; �y@x + x@y : (36)The real cohomology parameter is related to the complex one via b = ic. There are nocomplex quasi-exactly solvable algebras with nonzero cohomology in this case, and henceno real ones either. 19



For the complex Lie algebra (33), the most general module is a sum of the basicmodules bNr;s = Span�zjwk �� 0 � j � r; 0 � k � s	 ; r; s 2 N: (37)Applying the change of variables (16), we see that the basic complex modules for the Liealgebra (32) are of the formNr;s = Span�(x + iy)j (x � iy)k �� 0 � j � r; 0 � k � s	 ; r; s 2 N: (38)Since Nr;s = Ns;r, the most general complexi�ed g-module in this case is a sum of theindecomposable modules Nr;s+Ns;r. Let H(m) denote the space of harmonic polynomialsof degree at most m. The corresponding real indecomposable modules are thereforeNRr;s = Re(Nr;s +Ns;r)= Spann(x2 + y2)jPk(x; y) ��� Pk 2 H(k); 0 � j � r; 0 � k � s � jo ; 0 � r � s:(39)Case 4.4 : The four-dimensional real Lie algebra generated by@x; @y ; x@x + y@y ; y@x � x@y ; (40)has complex normal form of Type 1.9 for r = 1, with generators@z; @w; z@z; w@w: (41)This case is completely trivial, since the complex cohomology space is zero-dimensional,and hence there is no real cohomology either. The fundamental complex modules are againgiven by (38), with their real counterparts being (39).Case 4.5 : Finally, the six-dimensional pseudo-orthogonal Lie algebra so(3; 1) isrealized on R2 by the generatorsv1 = @x; v2 = @y; v3 = x@x + y@y; v4 = �y@x + x@y ;v5 = (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y ; v6 = 2xy@x + (y2 � x2)@y : (42)The complex normal form is of Type 1.4, with generators@z; @w; z@z; w@w; z2@z; w2@w; (43)spanning the Lie algebra so(4; C ) �= sl(2)� sl(2). The complex cohomology space for (43)is two-dimensional, and is represented by@z; @w; z@z; w@w; z2@z + c1z; w2@w + c2w: (44)Under the change of variables (16), we note thatz2@z = v5 + iv6; w2@w = v5 � iv6:20



Therefore, the real cohomology is also two-dimensional, and represented by@x; @y; x@x + y@y; �y@x + x@y ;(x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + b1x + b2y; 2xy@x + (y2 � x2)@y � b2x+ b1y:The real cohomology parameters are related to the complex ones viab1 = c1 + c2; b2 = i(c1 � c2):Finally, the complex quantization conditions c1 = �n1, c2 = �n2, n1; n2 2 N, require thatthe real parameters assume the values b1 = �2n, b2 = 0, where n = n1 = n2. Therefore,this real Lie algebra of vector �elds determines a nontrivial family of quasi-exactly solvableLie algebras of di�erential operators, parametrized by the integral cohomology parametern. This �nishes the proof of the following theorem.Theorem 10. Among the �ve additional real Lie algebras of planar vector �elds inR2, the only one admitting a nonzero real-valued quasi-exactly solvable cohomology classis (a central extension of ) so(3; 1), for which the corresponding Lie algebra of �rst-orderdi�erential operators is spanned byT 0 = 1; T 1 = @x; T 2 = @y; T 3 = x@x + y@y ; T 4 = y@x � x@y ;T 5 = (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y � 2nx; T 6 = 2xy@x + (y2 � x2)@y � 2ny; (45)where n is a non-negative integer.In this case, the associated complex module is the polynomial moduleNn;n, as de�nedby (38); see also (39) for its real counterpart. Finally, we note the remarkable fact that allthe preceding cases form subalgebras of the latter case.Theorem 11. Every �nite-dimensional Lie algebra of �rst order di�erential opera-tors with vector �eld part given by one of the �ve additional primitive real forms listed inTable 4 is a subalgebra of one of the pseudo-orthogonal Lie algebras given by (45).6. New Quasi-Exactly Solvable so(3; 1) Potentials.Now that we have completed the classi�cation of real quasi-exactly solvable Lie alge-bras of di�erential operators, we can apply the additional canonical forms to construct newquasi-exactly solvable quantum Hamiltonians in two variables. We begin by recalling thebasic connection between Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operators and quasi-exactlysolvable quantum systems. Let M be a real or complex manifold. The algebra D�(M)consisting of all di�erential operators onM can be identi�ed with the universal envelopingalgebra of the space D1(M) of �rst-order di�erential operators. There is a natural �ltra-tion of D�(M) by the subspaces Dn(M) consisting of all di�erential operators of order atmost n; equivalently, we may de�ne Dn(M) as the space of all polynomials of degree atmost n in the �rst-order di�erential operators. In local coordinates, a typical element ofDn(M) can be written in the formL = X0�j1+���+jm�n bj1 :::jm(z) @j1+���+jm(@z1)j1 : : : (@zm)jm : (46)In physical applications, the di�erential operator is required to be Hermitian and real.21



De�nition 12. A di�erential operator is called Lie-algebraic if it lies in the universalenveloping algebra of a �nite-dimensional subalgebra g � D1(M)In other words, any Lie-algebraic operator L can be written as a polynomial (withconstant coe�cients) in the generators T a, which are �rst order di�erential operators, ofthe Lie algebra g.De�nition 13. A di�erential operator is called quasi-exactly solvable if it is Lie-algebraic for a quasi-exactly solvable Lie algebra g � D1(M).In this case, the associated �nite-dimensional module N � F(M) is invariant underthe quasi-exactly solvable operator L, so that L(N) � N, and hence L restricts to de�ne a�nite-dimensional matrix operator on N, whose eigenvalues will (provide the functions inN are normalizable) form the algebraic part of the spectrum of L.We are interested in constructing examples of quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger op-erators. By a Schr�odinger operator we mean a second order di�erential operator of theform H = ��+ V (x); (47)here � = mXi;j=1 gij(x1; : : : ; xm)rirj ;is the Laplacian (kinetic energy) operator on the �nite-dimensional real Riemannian man-ifold M with contravariant metric (gij), and ri is the covariant derivative associated tothis metric. (The physical units are taken so that �h = 2m = 1.) Let g be one of our realquasi-exactly solvable Lie algebras of �rst order di�erential operators written in canonicalform. The most general (real) second-order di�erential operator L which is quasi-exactlysolvable with hidden symmetry algebra g takes the formL = rXa;b=1CabT aT b + rXa=1CaT a + C0; (48)where the T a are the generators of g, and Cab, Ca are real constants. Now, in general Lneed not be a Schr�odinger operator (47); however, L can sometimes be transformed into aSchr�odinger operator by applying a suitable change of variables ' and gauge transformationG�. The transformed operator L = e�� �'�(L) � e� is then a quasi-exactly solvable operatorwith respect to the transformed algebra G� �'�(g) �= g, with generators eT a = G� �'�(T a),and so, under the extra assumption that the transformed wave functions are normalizable,a �nite sector of its spectrum can be algebraically computed.We recall now the necessary and su�cient conditions under which the operator (48)can be transformed into a Schr�odinger operator H, cf. for example [13]. First of all, werewrite L in the formL = � mXi;j=1 gij(x) @2@xi @xj + mXi=1 bi(x) @@xi + c(x):22



We must �rst require that L be elliptic, meaning that the quadratic form associated tothe symmetric matrix (gij(x)) be positive de�nite everywhere. We may thus interpret thefunctions gij(x) as the contravariant components of a Riemannian metricds2 = mXi;j=1 gij(x) dxi dxj ; (49)where (gij(x)) is the inverse of gij(x). It is convenient to express L in covariant form asfollows: L = � mXi;j=1 gij(ri �Ai)(rj �Aj) + V;where ri is the covariant derivative associated to the metric (49), andAj = mXj=1 gij "bi2 + 12pg mXk=1 @@xk (pggik)# ; Ai = mXj=1 gijAj ;V = c+ mXi=1 �AiAi � 1pg @@xi (pgAi)� ;with g = det(gij). We de�ne the magnetic one form associated with such an operator tobe ! = mXi=1Ai dxi:Theorem 14. The necessary and su�cient condition for an elliptic second orderdi�erential operator L to be equivalent to a Schr�odinger operator is that its magnetic oneform be closed: d! = 0: (50)For a given Lie algebra of di�erential operators g, Equation (50) is equivalent to a setof algebraic equations in the coe�cients Cab and Ca, which are called the closure condi-tions. In the complex case, these conditions were extensively analyzed in [13], althoughtheir complete solution, and hence the complete classi�cation of quasi-exactly solvableSchr�odinger operators, remains problematic.We now proceed to construct a few new examples of quasi-exactly solvable Hamilto-nians based on the classi�cation of the real Lie algebras of �rst-order di�erential operatorsdeveloped in the previous section. According to Theorem 11, all the additional real canon-ical forms are subalgebras of Case 4.5, so that there is no loss of generality in workingexclusively with so(3; 1). Interestingly, although some of the additional real normal formsfound in the previous section have already been used to obtain quasi-exactly solvable poten-tials | see, for instance, [24], [26], [27] for so(3) | we are not aware of any quasi-exactlysolvable potential that has been explicitly linked to so(3; 1) in the literature. However, thealgebra so(3; 1) does occur in the chain of subalgebras leading to the so(4; 2) spectrum23



generating algebra for the hydrogen atom, arising from the conserved angular momentumand Runge{Lenz vectors; see the review article [2]. The only example of quasi-exactlysolvable so(3; 1) potential that we know of is the remarkable multiparameter family re-cently constructed by Zaslavskii, [31; eq. (31{33)]. Although the Hamiltonians in thisfamily were obtained without explicitly using Lie-algebraic techniques, it can be shown(cf. [32]) that they arise from Hamiltonians that are quasi-exactly solvable with respect tothe Lie algebra sl(2)� sl(2) of Type 1.4, when one performs the change of variables (16),and imposes that the resulting second-order di�erential operator have real coe�cients. Infact, these Hamiltonians could have been obtained much more directly by starting with themost general Lie-algebraic second-order di�erential operator by taking an arbitrary poly-nomial of degree two in the generators of so(3; 1), and imposing that i) the coordinatesfor the induced metric be isothermal, and ii) the closure conditions be satis�ed. It can beshown that the most general Hamiltonian satisfying these two conditions depends on 15real parameters satisfying 9 algebraic constraints. Thus, the set of all such Hamiltoniansis parametrized by a 6-dimensional algebraic variety. Although the number of essentialparameters in Zaslavskii's multiparameter family is 6, we shall now show that the latterfamily is only one of several components of the variety. Indeed, we now present a di�erent6-parameter family of Hamiltonians satisfying the above two conditions.Indeed, consider the family of second-order di�erential operators (48) de�ned by thefollowing choice of the coe�cients Cab and Ca :(Cab) = 0BBBBB@ � 0 0 0 �=2 ��0 � 0 0 0 00 0 0 �  �0 0 � � �� �=2 0  �� � 0�� 0 �  0 � 1CCCCCA ; (Ca) = �2n�0; 0; 0; �; ; ��;where T 1; : : : ; T 6 are the so(3; 1) generators given by (45). (We omit T 0 = 1 without lossof generality.) A long but straightforward calculation shows that the closure conditionsare satis�ed. The associated metric isds2 = A�1 (dx2 + dy2); (51)with A = �+ �x2 � 2� x y + 2  x (x2 + y2) + 2� y (x2 + y2) + � (x2 + y2)2;so that the (x; y) coordinates are isothermal. The Gaussian curvature is given by� = A�1�a+b x+c y+d (x2+y2)+e xy+f x2+g x (x2+y2)+h y (x2+y2)+k (x2+y2)2�;with a = ��; b = 8�; c = 8��;d = 2 (4� � � �2); e = 2� �; f = ��2;g = 2 (2� ��  �); h = 2 (2�  + ��); k = �� � 2 2 � 2�2:24



Since the closure conditions are satis�ed, we know that L is equivalent under a gaugetransformation to a Schr�odinger operator (47) on the open subset of R2 where A is positive,with metric given by (51). In fact, we haveH = � T ��1 = ��+ V (x; y); where � = A�n=2;and the potential isV = n (n+ 2)A h� 4� ( x+ � y) + x2 �2 � 2� �x y + (�2 � 4� �) (x2 + y2)+ 2x ( �� � �) (x2 + y2) � 2�  y (x2 + y2) + (2 + �2) (x2 + y2)2i :It should be noted that for generic values of the parameters neither the above solution ofthe closure conditions (nor the one given by Zaslavskii), satisfy the additional conditionthat the associated metric be positive de�nite in all of R2.One can obtain many other multiparameter families of so(3; 1) potentials, for instanceby dropping the condition that the (x; y) coordinates be isothermal for the metric. Weshall content ourselves with the following example, in which(Cab) = diag(�;�; �; ; �; �); (Ca) = 0:Again, the closure conditions are satis�ed by the above choice of coe�cients. The associ-ated contravariant metric tensor (gij) is given byg11 = �+ � x2 +  y2 + � (x2 + y2)2;g12 = (� � )x y;g22 = �+  x2 + � y2 + � (x2 + y2)2:The Gaussian curvature is� = (�� + 3)(�2 + �2r8) + 2(� + 4��)r2(� + �r4) + 2��(5� + )r4(�+  r2 + � r4)2with r2 = x2 + y2. In contrast with the previous case, if the parameters �, �,  and � arepositive, then the metric is non-singular and positive de�nite for (x; y) ranging over all ofR2. As before, the fact that the closure conditions are satis�ed guarantees the existenceof a gauge factor � such that H = � L��1 is a Schr�odinger operator. If� = 4�� � �2;the gauge factor is given by 25



� =8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: exp�n�p� arctan � + 2� r2p� � ��+ � r2 + � r4�� 14�n2 ��+  r2 + � r4� 14 ; � > 0;exp�� 2n�2�+ � r2� �2�+ � r2�� 12�n �4�2 + 4� r2 + �2 r4� 14 ; � = 0;��+ � r2 + � r4�� 34�n ��+  r2 + � r4� 14 �2� r2 + � �p��2� r2 + � +p��� n�p�� ; � < 0.In all cases, the expression for the potential V is4V = 16�� n (1 + n) + r2 ��2 (3 + 16n+ 16n2)� 4�� (3 + 8n + 4n2)��+ � r2 + � r4+ 5 (� � ) (4��� 2) + 3� (2�  � 3 2 + 4��) r2� (� +  r2 + � r4)� 5 (� � ) (4��� 2) (� +  r2)� (� +  r2 + � r4)2 + 4 � 4� (1 + 2n)2;with r2 = x2 + y2. Since the potential is a function of r only, it is natural to look foreigenfunctions of H which depend on r only. When this is done, it can be shown that oneends up with an e�ective Hamiltonian on the line which is an element of the envelopingalgebra of the standard realization of sl(2;R) in one dimension. Thus, no new quasi-exactlysolvable one-dimensional potentials are obtained by reduction of the above quasi-exactlysolvable so(3; 1) potential. This lends additional support to the observation of [13] thatreduction of two-dimensional quasi-exactly solvable Schr�odinger operators does not leadto any new one-dimensional quasi-exactly solvable operators. However, a full explanationof this fact remains obscure.Acknowledgment: It is a pleasure to thank the referees for useful comments.
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Table 1Transitive, Imprimitive Lie Algebras of Vector Fields in C 2Generators Dim Structure1.1. @x + @y; x@x + y@y ; x2@x + y2@y 3 sl(2)1.2. @x; 2x@x � y@y; x2@x � xy@y 3 sl(2)1.3. @x; x@x; y@y ; x2@x � xy@y 4 gl(2)1.4. @x; x@x; x2@x; @y ; y@y ; y2@y 6 sl(2)� sl(2)1.5. @x; �1(x)@y ; : : : �r(x)@y r + 1 C n C r1.6. @x; y@y; �1(x)@y ; : : : �r(x)@y r + 2 C 2 n C r1.7. @x; @y; x@x + �y@y ; x@y ; : : : ; xr�1@y r + 2 a(1)n C r1.8. @x; @y; x@y ; : : : ; xr�1@y ; x@x + (ry + xr)@y r + 2 C n (C n C r )1.9. @x; @y; x@x; y@y ; x@y ; x2@y; : : : ; xr@y r + 3 (a(1)�C ) n C r1.10. @x; @y; 2x@x + (r � 1)y@y ; x2@x + (r � 1)xy@y ;x@y ; x2@y; : : : ; xr�1@y r + 3 sl(2)n C r1.11. @x; @y; x@x; y@y ; x2@x + (r � 1)xy@y ;x@y ; x2@y; : : : ; xr�1@y r + 4 gl(2)n C rIn Cases 1.5 and 1.6, the functions �1(x); : : : ; �r(x) satisfy an rth order constant co-e�cient homogeneous linear ordinary di�erential equation D[u] = 0. In Cases 1.5 { 1.11we require r � 1. Note, though, that if we set r = 0 in Case 1.10, and replace y by y2, weobtain Case 1.1. Similarly, if we set r = 0 in Case 1.11, we obtain Case 1.3. Cases 1.7 and1.8 for r = 0 are equivalent to the Lie algebra f@x; ex@yg of type 1.5. Case 1.9 for r = 0 isequivalent to the Lie algebra f@x; @y; y@yg of type 1.6. Finally, Case 1.7 for � = 0, r = 1is the translation algebra, which also appears in Case 1.6 for r = 1, �1 = 1.Note: We use a(n) to denote the Lie algebra of the a�ne group of C n (or, in the realcase, Rn), and sa(n) for the Lie algebra of the special a�ne group consisting of volume-preserving a�ne transformations.
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Table 2Primitive Lie Algebras of Vector Fields in C 2Generators Dim Structure2.1. @x; @y; x@x � y@y ; y@x; x@y 5 sa(2)2.2. @x; @y; x@x; y@x; x@y ; y@y 6 a(2)2.3. @x; @y; x@x; y@x; x@y ; y@y ; x2@x + xy@y ; xy@x + y2@y 8 sl(3)Table 3Intransitive Lie Algebras of Vector Fields in C 2Generators Dim Structure3.1. �1(x)@y ; : : : ; �r(x)@y r C r3.2. �1(x)@y ; : : : ; �r(x)@y ; y@y r + 1 C n C r3.3. @x; x@x; x2@x 3 sl(2)In Cases 3.1 and 3.2, r � 1, and the functions �1(x); : : : ; �r(x) are arbitrary.Table 4Additional Primitive Lie Algebras of Vector Fields in R2Generators Dim Structure Complex Form4.1. @x; x@x + y@y; (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y 3 sl(2) 1:14.2. y@x � x@y ; (1 + x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y ;2xy@x + (1� x2 + y2)@y 3 so(3) 1:14.3. @x; @y; �(x@x + y@y) + y@x � x@y 3 RnR2 1:7 (r = 1)4.4. @x; @y; x@x + y@y ; y@x � x@y 4 R2nR2 1:9 (r = 1)4.5. @x; @y; x@x + y@y ; y@x � x@y ;(x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y ; 2xy@x + (y2 � x2)@y 6 so(3; 1) 1:430



Table 5Finite-dimensional Modules for Lie Algebras of Vector Fields in R2Monomials? Generators Rules1.1 No (x � y)n�kRnk �x+ yx� y� 0 � k � 2n1.2 Yes xjyn 0 � j � n1.3 Yes xjyn 0 � j � n1.4 Yes 11.5 No xjyke�xe�y (j; k; �; �) �! (j � 1; k; �; �); (j + r�; k � 1; �+ �; �)1.6 Yes xjyke�x (j; k; �) �! (j � 1; k; �); (j + r�; k � 1; �+ �)1.7 r � 1 < � 2 Q+ xjyk (j; k) �! (j � 1; k); (j + r � 1; k � 1)1.8 Yes xjyk (j; k) �! (j � 1; k); (j + r; k � 1)1.9 Yes xjyk (j; k) �! (j � 1; k); (j + r; k � 1)1.10 Yes yke�y 0 � k � n� (� = 0; n� = 0 when r > 1)1.11 Yes yk 0 � k � n (n = 0 when r > 1)2.1 Yes xjyk 0 � j + k � n2.2 Yes xjyk 0 � j + k � n2.3 Yes 13.1 No g(x)yke�y (k; �; g) �! (k � 1; �; g � �i) (� = 0 when r � 1)3.2 Yes ykg(x) (k; g) �! (k � 1; g � �i)3.3 Yes g(y)4.1 No yn�kRnk � ixy � 0 � k � 2n4.2 No �x2 + y2 + 1x � iy �n�k Rnk �x2 + y2 � 1x2 + y2 + 1� 0 � k � 2n4.3 No (x2 + y2)jPk(x; y) Pk 2 H(k); 0 � k �m� j; 0 � j � n � m4.4 No (x2 + y2)jPk(x; y) Pk 2 H(k); 0 � k �m� j; 0 � j � n � m4.5 Yes 1Here m, n, and n� are nonnegative integers. Further, H(k) denotes the space ofharmonic polynomials of degree at most k. In Case 1.5, � = 0 unless h is the translationalgebra Spanf@x; @yg. In cases 1.5 and 1.6, � is a root of the characteristic polynomial ofD with algebraic multiplicity r� + 1. Finally, Rnk (t) = dkdtk (t2 � 1)n.31



Table 6Cohomology for Lie Algebras of Vector Fields in R2Dimension Representatives1.1 1 x2@x + y2@y + c1(x � y)1.2 1 x2@x � xy@y + c1y�21.3 0 (1 2M); 1 (1 62M) x@x + c1; y@y + 2c11.4 2 x@x + c1; x2@x + 2c1x; y@y + c2; y2@y + 2c2y1.5 <1 �k(x)@y + �k(x; y)1.6 1 y@y + c1xn1.7 0 (� 62 Q); 1 or 0 (� 2 Q) x@x + �y@y + c1xiyj ; or �k(x)@y + ckxi+kyj1.8 0 (M 6= 0); 1 (M = 0) x@x + (ry + xry)@y + c11.9 0 (M 6= 0); 2 (M = 0) x@x + c1; y@y + c21.10 1 (r 6= 3) 2x@x + (r � 1)y@y + c1; x2@x + (r � 1)xy@y + c1x2 (r = 3) x@x + y@y + c1; x@y + c2; x2@x + 2xy@y + 2c1x + 2c2y; x2@y + 2c2x1.11 1 (M 6= 0); 2 (M = 0) x@x + c1; y@y + c2; x2@x + (r � 1)xy@y + (2c1 + (r � 1)c2)x2.1 0 (M 6= R); 1 (M = R) @y + 2c1x; y@x + c1y2; x@y + c1x22.2 0 (M 6= 0); 1 (M = 0) x@x + c1; y@y + c12.3 1 x@x + c1; x2@x + xy@y + 3c1x; y@y + c1; xy@x + y2@y + 3c1y3.1 0 (r = 1); 1 (r > 1) �i(x)@y + fi(x)yj3.2 1 y@y + f(x)3.3 1 x@x + h(y); x2@x + 2xh(y)4.1 1 (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + c1y4.2 1 (1 + x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + c1y; 2xy@x + (1 � x2 + y2)@y � c1x4.3 0 (� 6= 0); 1 (� = 0) � @x + c1y(x2 + y2)m; @y � c1x(x2 + y2)m; n = 2my@x � x@y + c1(x2 + y2)m+1; n = 2m+ 14.4 0 (M 6= 0); 2 (M = 0) x@x + y@y + c1; x@y � y@x + c24.5 2 ( (x2 � y2)@x + 2xy@y + c1x + c2y2xy@x + (y2 � x2)@y � c2x + c1ySee [9], [10], for details, particularly for Cases 1.5, 1.7 and 3.2.32



Table 7Quasi-Exactly Solvable Lie Algebras of Di�erential Operators in R2Quantization condition Module1.1 c1 = n2 �(x � y)m+n2�kRm;nk �x + yx � y� ���� 0 � k � 2m+ n�1.2 01.3 01.4 c1 = �n2 ; c2 = �m2 fxjyk j j � n; k � mg1.5 01.6 01.7 01.8 01.9 01.10 c1 = �n fxjyke�y j j + (r � 1)k � n; k � l�g (� = 0 when r > 1)1.11 c1 = �n2 ; c2 = 0 fxjyk j j + (r � 1)k � n; k � lg2.1 02.2 02.3 c1 = �n3 fxjyk j j + k � ng3.1 03.2 03.3 h = �n2 fxig(y) j i � ng4.1 04.2 04.3 04.4 04.5 c1 = �2n; c2 = 0 n(x2 + y2)jPk(x; y) ��� Pk 2 H(k); 0 � k � n� j; 0 � j � noIn this table, l, l�, m, and n, are nonnegative integers, andRm;nk (t) = dkdtk (t � 1)m+n(t+ 1)m:Recall, �nally, that when the cohomology of g vanishes the �nite-dimensional g-modulesare the h-modules listed in Table 5. 33


